
Virtual Leadership
Tougher Than You Think

Research Findings



Major Challenges To Virtual Teams
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• Need for new decision-making processes.

• Difficulty in managing conflict from a distance.

• Lack of sufficient communication in the team.
• Missed opportunity for informal interaction.
• Tendency to hold very large meetings limiting involvement.
• Lack of training in virtual leadership skills.
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• Insufficient time to build relationships.
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Best Practice 
Virtual leaders listen 
keenly and place a 
greater emphasis on 
communication

Working Virtually Requires More… 

• Emphasis on team
communication.

• Listening skills among leaders.

• Emphasis on building trust.

• Explicit goal-setting.

• Emphasis on establishing
processes and guidelines.

• Assessing progress.
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Global Teams Are the Most Difficult

• Greater number of time zones.

• Higher diversity in terms of nationalities 
and cultures.

• Lower levels of participant experience 
working on virtual teams.

• Lower levels of training in how to work in 
global virtual teams.

• Greater interdependency among team 
members' goals.

• Team access to fewer types of 
communication technologies.

• Greater distances between team members.
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Our Research Says:

46% of team members never
met other virtual team  
members face-to-face.

30% met F-2-F once a year.
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The Technology Paradox:   
Focus and Distraction Simultaneously

On one hand: Technology allows us to expand 
our reach and collaborate as never before in 
history.

• Video conferencing
• Virtual workspaces

On the other hand: Technology  distracts us in ways we couldn’t be 
distracted in the past.

• The average person checks their smart phone an average of 150 
times per day.

• Email, text messages, computer games, social networks, and 
online shopping are just a few of the technologies that can  easily 
distract employees from focusing on their primary work.
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Co-located Teams

Forming

Storming

Norming

Performing

Adjourning

Virtual Teams

Norming

Forming

Transforming

Performing

Adjourning

Virtual Teams Develop Differently
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Team Leader 
Establishes Norms 

Team Leader and 
Team Establish Norms

Virtual Team Stages: Managing the Mobile Workforce,
David Clemons, and Michael Kroth, McGraw Hill, 2011.

Conflict and 
Relationship
Building 
Must be Done 
Differently in 
Virtual Teams
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What Can We Do?

Teach Teams How to Engage. 

Best performing virtual 
teams have highly engaged 
members. 
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Understand the importance of …

• Tone,

• Meaning of words in different cultures,

• Comfort with writing or speaking when English is not 
first language, and

• Use this knowledge to replace more traditional 
cues from body language and wording emphasis.

Team Leaders MUST BE Versatile Virtual Communicators
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• Virtual leaders need to keenly 
listen for content AND 
emotion.  

• Need to use a questioning 
approach often.

• Need to increase focus on 
verbal content as body 
language cues cease to 
enhance meaning.

Team Leaders Must be Perceptive Listeners

The perceptive 
listener

connects with 
each person each 
time they speak
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Build Trust… from a Distance
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Virtual Teams

Norming – Clarify decision-making rules, establish norms of working   
together, identify goals and discuss expectations.

Forming – Link all the team members together via discussion,          
assignments and team roles.

Transforming – Discuss how the team works and ask team members how to 
work better.

Performing – Acknowledge accomplishments, continuously link objectives and 
goals to strategy.

Adjourning– Review what worked well, what did not and challenges met.
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Prepare The Team For Decision-Making 

• Introduce a core set of principles for effective

decision-making and to set the standard for good 

behavior.

• Cultivate an open and frank environment where

people can freely express their opinions.

• For tough decisions, get input before meeting.
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Respondents from companies 
with high-performing virtual 
teams and leaders were 
significantly more likely to say 
that good virtual leaders develop 
high-level strategies and 
articulate a vision. 

Virtual Leaders Must Articulate a Vision from a Distance 
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Successful Virtual Leaders and Teams:
It’s More About Skills than Tech

“Virtual Leadership requires a much more disciplined 
approach because nothing can be left to chance with the 
details and the planning. Leaders must reach out and check 
in more frequently in a virtual environment; these personal 
connections build trust and relationships but they do not 
just happen, they are designed, planned for and very 
intentional.”
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Be intentional with feedback and have check-in conversations of 10 
to 15 minutes on a regular basis with team members.

What’s New in 2020?

Focus on self-leadership involves taking care of yourself

Maintain a regular schedule and build in time for exercise.

Take well-being breaks throughout the day.

Be deliberate about reconnecting with key people on your team.

Make sure the entire team is connecting on a frequent basis.

Limit the size and duration of remote meetings.



How is Your Team Performing?

1.  Everyone on my team is engaged with me, each other, and our team goals.
(1 = Very Low and 5 = Very High)

Very               Below           Above

Low              Average              Average Average Very High
Degree           Degree Degree Degree Degree

2.  Everyone on my team is always focused on the topic.
(1 = Very Low and 5 = Very High)

Very               Below           Above

Low              Average              Average Average Very High
Degree            Degree Degree Degree Degree

3.  Each of my team members performs a role in addition to being present.
(1 = Very Low and 5 = Very High)

Very               Below           Above
Low              Average               Average Average Very High
Degree           Degree Degree Degree Degree
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How Does Your Team Perform? 

Select your answer for each of the three questions. Sum the weight of each response and divide by three.
Which areas need improvement and which areas are dong well?
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About the Research

• It is the result of a multi-year endeavor.

• It began with a Delphi study examining expert opinions.

• The Delphi study was the foundation for full-blown survey 
conducted in association with the American Management 
Association, Management Centre of Europe and other 
partners.

• In 2013, survey gathered data from over 1,500 global 
respondents. 

• Continued in 2020, review of literature.
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